In this paper we present an unification theory denoted morpho computing that controls data with rules. This new theory gives us an unification model of the brain theories. Brain appears as a special system where we can control and produce rules for our necessity. Physical nature is a system similar to the brain but with fixed rules. In physical universe samples are the experiments that give us an idea how the universal rules are without symbolic methods. Unsupervised neural network and supervised neural network are parts of the morpho computing where invariance or rules are parts of the computation. So we not only have memory separated from rules as in the digital computer, but rules and data are mixed in associative memory or in more sophisticate morpho computing memory. We show that supervised neuron is implemented in the new theory without most of the problems in the back propagation.
Introduction
This paper begins with associative memory as a prototype element of morpho computing. Associative memory is a good example of the rules and data fusion. In the classical associative memory we use orthonormal property of the input samples. Now we show that this property is not always necessary. So we move from associative memory to propagators with certain properties. After the associative memory we study self associative memory as Hopfield neural network. The unsupervised Kohonen self-organizing maps is included in the morpho computing as special cases. We also study the involution neural network with the morpho computing instrument. The last part and also the most important part is the supervised neuron where we go beyond the back propagation method in a way to solve most of its problems. In conclusion the fusion of rules and data is the winning method to understand how the brain works in comparison with physical nature. We show that the morpho computing can be used also for physical nature (electronical circuit). This gives us the idea that physical nature and the brain are not so different but both are parts of the same family of systems. Physical rules are fixed and give us the support to create the brain which can join aims (intentions) and rules. Aims or intentions can be represented by special samples, boolean functions, images, input vectors or other systems that we want to implement in the physical model of the brain which is a special part of the universe where rules can change.
Neural Associative Memory
Neural associative memories (NAM) are neural network models consisting of neuron-like and synapse-like elements. At any given point the state of the neural network is given by the activity pattern produced by input and output vectors. Neurons update their activity values based on the inputs they receive (over the synapses). Fig.1 shows the neural network with three input vectors and one output vector on the right. The linear associator is one of the simplest and first studied associative memory model. Fig.2 is the network architecture of the linear associator. 
(1) can be written in the form of (2). 
It is the connection weight matrix W that stores the q different associated pattern pairs {(xk, yk) | k = 1, 2, ..., q}. For every associative pattern k, kk xy  ,We have (4).
Building an associative memory is nothing but constructing the connection weight matrix W that when an input pattern is presented, the stored pattern associated with the input pattern is retrieved. So we call the set of components W correlation memory matrix M , which can be represented as (5).
So we have
The process of constructing the connection weight matrix is called encoding. During encoding the weight values of the correlation matrix M for a particular associated pattern pair (xk, yk) are computed as (6) .
Or it can be also written like (7). ... 
Associative Memory and Morpho Computing
The associative memory is a propagator that propagates the information form input X to output Y with the rule Y= WX. Now given the sample
we have A WB  .Since A can be written in form (8). 
That means the components of the input vectors are in the straight line. Since the samples are points in the straight line, the output vectors are points in the straight line.
Now when the output samples are transformations of the inputs as AB  , We have (13).
The parameters W of the associative memory can be written in (14) .
Where Q is the projection operator of the vector p into the input space sample B. In fact we have Blue line represents external vector(Xk), and red line is the vector (Yk) with the straight line property generated by projection operator. 
In the associative memory we compute the weight as an operator (memory) that includes invariance. So any association generates output elements of the same universe with the same rules or invariance. In digital computer we only have passive memory, but in the brain or morpho computing we have data and also rules. Any input to the brain changes in a way to have new data associated to the input with the internal rules in the memory.
Hopfield neural network and Morpho computing
The Hopfield Network (1982) can be represented by Fig.5 .
Fig.5 Hopfield Network
Where we can see that Hopfield neural network is a self or bidirectional (loop) of neural network. As described above, in the associative memory we have
In Hopfield neural network X=Y so we have
Hopfield Network Basis ( ) x set of field vectors sk  fields for n neurons (positions xk) and correlations as projection operators for orthogonal set of fields is (18) .
We remember that ij w is the connection element or self associative memory.
For the extension of the associative memory we can enlarge the Hopfield model with a more complex projection operator where X are not orthonormal set of vectors.
In conclusion, the novel Hopfield-Like network has the property to be non Euclidean,memeory matrix. Self associative memory is given by general projection operator where the elementary basis vectors X are dependent on each other and there is the correlation among the elementary basis fields.
Kohonen Self Organizing Maps by Morpho computing
Given the set of points with three dimensions vectors of weights ij w ,
The basic principle of the Self-Organizing Map is to adjust these weight vectors until the map represents a picture of the input data set. The goal of learning in the Self-Organizing Map is to cause different parts of the network to respond similarly to certain input patterns. Fig.6 shows the principle of input and output in Self-Organizing Map. In morpho computing the similarity between input vectors X and weights vectors W can be obtained by the projection operator Q.
For the orthogonality of the projection operator the QW vectors of weights is at the minimum of the projection space of the inputs.
Example 3
Given the input vectors 
Example 4
The following is the canonical form by projection operator as a particular case of Kohonen network modeled by morpho computing.
We have the new weights
The projection operator changes the weights in a way to eliminate the given translation to be equal to input vectors. In Fig.7 , the input vectors are the black points symmetric to the origin. The diamond points are non-symmetric and the Kohonen neurons that assume the same black point position after the projection operator. Now we rotate and translate W to get Fig.8 . The non-symmetric point or neurons assume the same property (symmetry) of the input vectors but are not equal (similar) to the input symmetric vectors or points. Fig.8 the position after rotation of W After the projection, QW has the same symmetry of the input vector. In conclusion, the projection operator is like the self organizing maps that preserves the form or properties (symmetry) of the input vector. The similarity means the same morphology in the morpho computing.
Morpho computing Learning with noising to learn patterns and retrieve patterns
In many cases we have to compute the weights that are orthogonal to the given input data. In fact for neural associative memory the goal is to design a neural network capable of memorizing a large set of patterns from a data set X (learning phase), and recalling them later in presence of noise (recall phase). Each pattern   , ,...., 12 x x x x n  is a vector of length n or a field, our focus is to memorize the patterns with strong local correlation among the entries. More specially, we divide the entries of each pattern x into L overlapping subpatterns due to overlaps, a pattern node can be a member of multiple subpatterns. We denote the i-th subpattern by   , ,...., 12 Fig.9 gives the example of the pattern and sub pattern. Fig.9 Any box is sub pattern of the wave interference figure.
The learning process is given by the weight matrix W for which we have the orthogonal condition (21).
The weights , ij w is the dual space of the subpatterns system. Now with the projection operator it is possible to compute these weights with only one step as shown in (22) .
In fact we have (23)
Example 5
Given the pattern 
To retrieve the sub pattern from the weights W, we compute the inverse process. So we can clean the sub-partner form its noise and retrieve the original pattern x. The task of a neural associative memory is to retrieve a set of previously memorized patterns from their noisy versions by using a network of neurons. We show that with the projection operator we can easily solve the previous problems that are similar to the Convolutional Neural Associative Memories.
Supervised neural network by morpho computing
Given one neuron with two inputs and one output, shown in Fig.10 . 
What we want to solve is to get the weights by the input and desired function Y. According to the previous equation, we get the weights w by (27) . 
For the projection operator the linear combination of the column vectors in (29) assumes the minimal value of difference QY-Y among all possible linear combinations.
Because the neuron-like neuron can be given biases by introducing an extra input to each unit which always has a value of 1, the weight  on this extra input is called the bias and is equivalent to a threshold of the opposite sign. To compute the threshold we use the expression (30) .
In the previous example we have 2 
Calling the output y j we can write (31). 
This is a XOR Boolean function. We compute QY by the projection operator. That is a new layer. We remark that we adjoin a new colon that assume value 1 in the exact point where the conflict grow up. Now if we use the use the projection operators we have the weights 
With the projection operator we have The following is a more complex example. 2  3  1  2  1  3  2  3  2 2 2 
The neural network for the Boolean function 00110101 is in Fig.12 . 
Electronic systems and Morpho Computing
Given Fig.13 which is an electronic system with impedance matrix Z and connection matrix X we have the relation between voltages and currents as an associative memory or MIMO, we have (37).
In fact we have (39) Now with the same model we can compare unsupervised and supervised neural network and also the electronic system. Because the brain is an electronic system we can establish a bridge between artificial neural network and natural neural network.
Conclusion
In this paper we show that supervised and unsupervised neural network can be computed by a new model that takes care of the invariance or rules in the samples as parts of special universe. In traditional physical system rules are modeled by symbolic differential equations that we solve to find the behavior of elements in the physical universe. Now we know that these differential equations are very abstract and difficult to find the wanted behavior, and the brain cannot use differential equations or symbolic expressions as we know in traditional mathematical sense. The brain uses samples that include the universal rules in the implicit way. With samples we can build associative memory with traditional orthonormal property or propagator that extends the traditional associative memory. Now the brain takes sensor input information and associative internal structure that changes the sensor information in a way to have internal data that satisfy the rules which are previously learned by samples of input and output (associative memory or memory with rules). So we think that for digital memory in the computer and associative memory in the morpho computing, the former is a passive memory and the latter is an active memory that changes the data in a way to include the rules (morpho) of the external universe or environment in an implicit way. With extension of the associative memory and morpho computing we include Hopfield neural network, Kohonen self-organizing maps, pattern recognition and supervised neuron. For supervised neuron we create a new algorithm by which it is possible to avoid most of the problems of back propagation. To show the analogy with physical system we implement the same 10 
morpho computing also for a physical device as an electrical circuit where rules are included in the process of the computation. The difference between the brain and universal physics is that rules in the physical part are fixed and unable to be changed, and in the brain there are also rules as in the physical universe but we can control the rules to obtain our aims.
When we begin with A and get to B, after from B we come back to A, we have the chain of operations (2). We can also give the image of the projection operator or loop by boxes. (Fig.3) , which transforms an external element y to an internal element belonging to the category (set with rules or morphisms). The morpho computing loop is completely different from feedback loop. In fact in the feedback we have input and output of data, and in the morpho computing we have input and output vectors with rules. So the projection operator is a loop that changes the external vectors with external rules to the internal vectors with rules given by samples. y is a vector where y1 is always zero , y2 and y3 are independent variables and y4 is a dependent variable. Now we solve the previous equation and we move from y so So if y is a free vector, y* is not free but only components are free. Q is the projection operator as we can see in Fig.4 where y is the desired vector. 
